We investigate the depletion-induced phase behavior of athermal colloid-star polymer mixtures on a fine lattice using grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations in the "protein limit," that is, where polymer dimensions exceed those of the colloid. We consider the influence of the star's functionality, f, the macroscopic size ratio, q r = 2R g, s /σ c , where R g, s is the radius of gyration of the star and σ c is the colloid diameter, and the microscopic size ratio, d = σ m /σ c , where σ m is the diameter of a Kuhn segment. Recent theoretical predictions concerning the qualitative interplay of q r and f in determining the phase stability of these mixtures [D. Marzi, C. N. Likos, and B. Capone, J. Chem. Phys. 137, 014902 (2012)] in the limit of large f are mostly corroborated by our results which span a much lower range of functionalities. Our results suggest a direct connection between the phase behavior and the scaling regimes of single star structure in the classical Daoud-Cotton (DC) description [M. Daoud and J. P. Cotton, J. Phys. 43, 531-538 (1982)]. Using this formalism, we define a "low" functionality limit through scaling arguments, for which our model provides a mapping of the phase behavior of colloidal mixtures with star polymers (f > 2) to linear chains (f = 2). Furthermore, our simulations suggest that as q r increases, both the critical monomer and colloid densities tend to a constant, finite value for all f; thus, we do not find the prediction by Marzi and co-workers of an upper limit to immiscibility (infinite critical densities) in terms of q r to be accurate for the stars we have investigated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Star polymers are composed of a microscopic core onto which polymer "arms" are grafted. They are characterized by the number of arms or functionality, f, and the architecture of each arm. The canonical example of such systems consists of uniformly grafted, chemically identical, monodisperse, linear arms, in which case the polymer is completely described by f and the length of each arm, M arm . The classic Daoud-Cotton (DC) theory has been reasonably successful in describing the structure and scaling behavior of these polymers. 1, 2 In this theory, the radial monomer density profile of a star polymer is captured through scaling arguments that suggest the presence of up to three separate asymptotic regions: a dense core where the radial monomer density is constant, an "unswollen" region where local density effects screen out excluded volume interactions leading to behavior reminiscent of θ -solvent scaling, and a "swollen" region where spatial dilation provides enough room for excluded volumes to enforce self-avoiding walk (or good solvent) behavior. 1, 3 The possibility of adjusting the size and presence of these regions offers an opportunity to use these materials as tunable depletants.
Depletion arises as confining bodies approach one another excluding a smaller species, the depletant, from existing in some finite volume between them. This creates an osmotic pressure difference between the locally depleted region and the bulk, leading to an effective attraction between the confining bodies which can be strong enough to induce phase separation. Depletion has been well-studied for the case of linear a) azp@princeton.edu polymers and colloids; these mixtures are typically characterized by the macroscopic size ratio, q r = 2R g /σ c , where R g is the radius of gyration of the polymer and σ c is the colloid diameter. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] For q r < 1, known as the "colloid limit," the radius around the colloids from which the polymer center of mass is excluded (the depletion radius) is on the order of R g and a range from solid-vapor to vapor-liquid equilibrium has been observed. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] In the "protein limit," q r > 1, fluid phase separation is generally found within a range of semidilute polymer concentrations and the depletion radius is reduced to the order of the correlation length (size of a concentration "blob"), ξ , of the polymer mesh. [12] [13] [14] [15] Therefore, rather than the entire polymer behaving as a depletant, these independent blobs fulfill this role, and are generally much smaller than the colloid (ξ < σ c /2). It has been shown that the fluid-fluid demixing binodals can be collapsed onto a "master curve," at least along the polymer-rich branch, in terms of this correlation length. [16] [17] [18] Depletion on the order of ξ may also increase the relevance of length scales that underlie this range, specifically the Kuhn segments that contribute to a blob. This hypothesis has been recently verified by the elucidation of an additional relevant parameter, the microscopic size ratio, d = σ m /σ c , where σ m is the diameter of a Kuhn segment. [18] [19] [20] For instance, it has been shown that for d > 0.1547, athermal mixtures at identical q r have much lower critical colloid densities than their counterparts for d < 0.1547 likely due to many-body effects. 18, 20 The phase behavior of colloid and star polymer mixtures has been previously investigated with simulation, theory, and experiment in the colloid limit. [21] [22] [23] [24] This behavior, as in the case of linear polymers, [4] [5] [6] is largely determined by pairwise interactions. 22 However, as q r increases, many-body effects are predicted to play an increasingly important role. 22, 23, 25 Furthermore, at sufficiently high concentration, DC theory predicts that the coronas of different stars should interact with one another producing a semidilute meshwork which has scaling properties identical to linear polymer solutions. 1 This meshwork fills the space beyond a characteristic distance from each star's center, χ D (not to be confused with the traditional Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, χ ), which shrinks with overall monomer concentration. However, if χ D were sufficiently small, the mixture would appear largely similar to the case of linear chains. Since polymer scaling arguments have been shown to collapse, at least partially, the phase diagrams of colloid-linear polymer mixtures, [16] [17] [18] it is desirable to determine the conditions under which a similar behavior can be observed in colloid-star polymer systems.
On the other hand, recent theoretical developments have suggested that the phase behavior of these mixtures can be tuned by modulating f and q r in concert, even to a limit at large q r where phase separation might be suppressed altogether. 26 This is clearly a significant qualitative difference from the case of linear polymer solutions which always phase separate at high enough concentration for all q r . However, these arguments are based on purely pairwise interactions between a single colloid and star polymer in the limit of (1) sufficiently high functionalities such that radial anisotropy in the star's corona can be neglected, and (2) infinitely small polymer segments relative to the colloid diameter (d → 0).
Here we present the phase behavior obtained from direct simulation in the complementary limit of low to intermediate f with a finite d for a range of q r spanning the crossover from the colloid to the protein limit in order to investigate these two different pictures of depletion.
II. SIMULATION DETAILS
We employ a fine lattice model (coordination number z = 26) previously used to study the phase behavior of colloids and linear polymers. 18, 19 We perform grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations with histogram reweighting [27] [28] [29] and mixed-field finite size scaling 30, 31 to obtain the critical points and subsequently the binodal curves through the equal peak area criterion. All interactions are purely athermal. Colloids exclude lattice sites within a radius of σ c /2 of their center. Star polymers are composed of a central core with up to 26 "anchor points" for linear chains of freely jointed (Kuhn) segments (σ m = 1) to be grafted. Moves included insertions and deletions, star polymer rotations of 90
• , displacements of both colloids and monomers by a single lattice site (subject to connectivity restraints), regrowth of single arms, and regrowth of the outer fractions of all arms attached to a single star's core. Rosenbluth sampling for the star polymers is employed to accelerate the simulations. 32 The Rosenbluth weight, R w,s , for a star is taken as the product of the Rosenbluth weights of each of its arms, Stars are grown in cycles. Initially, the core and anchor points are inserted without bias as a single body (cf. Fig. 1 ). During a cycle, one monomer is grown on each arm, sequentially from arm 1 to f. As a result, the incremental weight contributed to arm, i, during a cycle is dependent on the growth of previous arms (1 to i − 1) which could exclude sites otherwise available to the monomers on arm i. This is arbitrary as R w,s is calculated in the same fashion for both the forward and reverse moves involving polymers, satisfying the detailed balance condition. A cubic simulation box was used with linear dimensions in excess of 5R g of the polymer in all cases. Critical point simulations were repeated four times and finite size scaling 30, 31 was performed with simulation boxes whose linear dimensions were increased between 10% and 50% over those reported here. In all cases, the original box was sufficiently large to avoid any significant finite size effects, and when critical densities were extrapolated to infinite dimensions all fell within statistical errors of the results from the original box. These errors were generally less than a few per cent and are smaller than symbol sizes used in the figures.
Star dimensions are estimated according to their infinitely dilute scaling obtained for this lattice, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Lines shown are curves given by R arm , where the prefactor and exponents were obtained via fitting. These exponents are in reasonable agreement with DC theory which suggests asymptotic values to these exponents of 1/5 on f, and 3/5 on M arm in the good solvent limit for very long arms. Of course the latter is a mean field estimate and our exponent of 0.58 more closely mimics the measured value of 0.588 for linear chains. 18, 33 However, our fitting is influenced by the behavior very near the central grafting point which is expected to have a lower (ideal) scaling exponent on M arm of 1/2 which is primarily of consequence when
− χ and χ is the traditional Flory-Huggins interaction parameter (ν = 0.5 in the good solvent limit). 1 For the q r and d reported here, M arm is generally on the same order, or larger than, f 1/2 ν −2 . This model also captures the DC limiting behavior that for sufficiently long arms in a good solvent, the ratio of the star's radius of gyration to that of a linear chain with the same molecular weight (
1 Therefore, we define = gf 4/5 , which we observe is nearly constant when M arm = 180 for all f in Fig. 2 . These results are in reasonable agreement with the limiting value of = 1.86 suggested by self-avoiding random walk simulations on high coordination lattices. 34 The slight deviations are again attributed to the small core region which exhibits ideal scaling; 1 when compared to the Zimm-Stockmayer (ZS) equation 35 which suggests ideal (no excluded volume) stars should scale according to g = 3f −2
, we observe our stars are bounded by the DC and ZS limiting behaviors (cf. Fig. 2 ).
III. RESULTS
By analogy to previous simulations on this lattice for linear polymers, we investigate here the phase behavior with respect to two characteristic scales: the microscopic, d = σ m /σ c , and the macroscopic, q r = 2R g, s /σ c , ratios. Previous work on this lattice has revealed that for d 0.1547 (σ c 6.45) manybody effects on the Kuhn segment level lead to a qualitatively different phase diagram, whereas d < 0.1547 (σ c > 6.45) is representative of the large-colloid limit and scaling principles can be used to collapse much of the phase behavior. 18, 20 Recent theoretical developments have suggested that in the protein limit, the wrapping of a star polymer's arms around the opposite side of an approaching colloid decreases the net depletion (osmotic) effect, stabilizing the solution against demixing. 26 As q r increases, so does this effect, suggesting there is an upper limit to q r above which solutions would be miscible at all densities. Clearly, the role of the colloid's curvature, d = 1/σ c , is expected to be non-trivial in this regard so we examine the cases of f = 4, 6, 8, and 14, for a range of q r at d = 0.25 and 0.125 in search of evidence of this miscibility.
We begin our discussion by defining the "low functionality limit," by which we refer to stars that satisfy the general scaling criterion set out by DC theory such that M arm f 1/2 ν −2 (negligible inner "unswollen" region). In this regime, a star's dimensions are given by R g,s = λf
arm . 1 There- fore, the low functionality definition may be restated as
such that when f < f lim a star is in the low functionality limit. Of course, this expression results from scaling arguments and is at best accurate up to a prefactor of order unity. Figure 3 illustrates this scaling result. In general, our investigation spans this low functionality regime; in all cases for σ c = 8, we have investigated f f lim ; however, for σ c = 4 at f = 14 for 1 ≤ q r < 3, we find that this classification becomes questionable since it appears that f > f lim . As we will show, this has important consequences. Figure 4 illustrates the critical star polymer volume fraction, φ crit s , as a function of q r . In agreement with the theory of Ref. 26 , at fixed f increasing q r tends to increase φ crit s , while at fixed q r increasing f has the opposite effect. As q r increases at fixed f, increased wrapping (reduction of osmotic effect) necessitates higher polymer concentrations to induce phase separation, whereas at fixed q r increasing f "hardens" the corona of the polymer increasing the overall excluded volume between a star and a colloid making phase separation more favorable. Remarkably, when we recast the critical points in terms of total monomer density, η m = (f M arm + 1)N s /V (cf. to lower values with q r despite the opposite trend for polymer volume fraction shown in Fig. 4 .
If we substitute our expression for R g, s into φ s and take η m ≈ f M arm N s /V (disregarding the additional monomer from the central grafting point), neglecting prefactors we obtain:
At fixed f and σ c , q r is increased by increasing M arm , which when expressed in terms of q r yields:
It can be seen from Fig. 4 at a given f and σ c that while φ crit s increases as we push further into the protein limit (still in the dilute polymer regime), it does so at a rate slower than q +1.3 r which leads to the overall decay of η crit m with q r . However, as q r continues to increase we observe that the critical polymer volume fractions inexorably approach the semidilute regime (φ crit s 1). In fact, stars begin to "feel" the presence of one another at the limit where ρ , provides as excellent representation of the phase behavior collapsing both critical points and (at least some portions of) the binodal curves due to the semidilute nature of the polymers at the onset of phase separation.
13, 14, 16-18 Although this quantity derives from scaling arguments in the semidilute regime concerning the correlation length of the polymer mesh, an analogous quantity is clearly depicted in Eq. (4), so we define the analog of Y lin for arbitrary functionality:
where ρ s is the polymer number density. To be precise, the exponent on q r is exactly expressed as −(3ψ − 1)/ψ ≈ −1.3, where ψ = 0.588 for good solvents. 12 We note that traditionally this ψ is referred to as ν, however, to avoid confusion with the ν defined in DC theory as 1/2 − χ we adopt a different convention in this report. In DC theory, the dimensions of a star can be arbitrarily expressed as R g,s = λf α M γ arm where λ is a prefactor of order unity and α and γ depend on the asymptotic scaling regime of the star; thus Eq. (5) 
Under good solvent conditions in the low functionality limit ψ = γ , which simplifies this expression at a given σ c to
where β = α/ψ − 1. For the low functionality limit in DC theory, β = −2/3, while on our lattice β ≈ −0.74. Therefore, at fixed σ c and f, Y s ∼ η m , but only for the special case of f = 2 (linear chains) is there an a priori known connection to the correlation length (and free energy 12 ) of the underlying semidilute meshwork that develops at sufficiently high concentration. Nonetheless, we posit that Y s can still be a useful metric in the case of f > 2, since Fig. 5(a) clearly suggests that at a given q r , η crit m is insensitive to polymer architecture over the range of f and M arm we have investigated.
It is a known property for linear chains that Y lin becomes independent of q r well into the semidilute regime since the correlation length of the mesh becomes independent of chain size. 12 This occurs along the demixing curves at sufficiently large q r . Clearly this implies that η m also becomes independent of q r (for a given σ c ), which has been previously verified on this lattice. 18 If the critical monomer densities are extrapolated as in the case of linear chain mixtures as Fig. 5 suggests, the same property appears to also manifest for star polymers. As Eq. (4) . 18 However, stars appear to have nearly identical behavior for much lower φ crit s at the same q r . A quantitative connection between the phase behavior of colloid solutions with stars and linear chains can be obtained if we define a ratio, ζ , between critical polymer volume fractions at the same q r and σ c (therefore same R g ) and assume that the critical monomer densities for all f are identical at the same q r as Fig. 5(a) implies
Previous work on this lattice with linear chains has estimated polymer dimensions according to R lin . 18, 19 To make a direct comparison to this literature, here we adopt this expression for R g , rather than the form given in Fig. 2 for f = 2, though ultimately this makes little difference. At identical R g , this implies M lin ≈ 1.9f 0.26 M arm and thus we obtain a prefactor for the scaling presented in Eq. (5) at the critical point:
which is an isomorph of Eq. (7) under the same assumption that η crit m are invariant with respect to f at a given q r (this argument leads to a very similar prefactor of 2 −0.74 ≈ 0.6). Figure 6 illustrates how Eq. (9) maps star polymer critical points onto those for linear chains with the same q r . This agreement simply reflects what has already been shown in Fig. 5(a) , but in the language of the rescaling variable Y s which is widely used to describe the phase behavior of colloid-linear polymer systems in the protein limit. 13, 14, [16] [17] [18] This suggests it may be possible to easily extend phase diagrams for colloid-linear chain systems to those with polymers of higher functionality by a simple scaling transformation.
However, a closer inspection of the rescaled critical points in Fig. 6 reveals a small inconsistency. For the case of σ c = 4 at f = 14 for 1 ≤ q r 3, the rescaled value of Y s does not agree well with the results for smaller f. This is a consequence of the complex internal structure of stars that develops as f increases. Figure 3 illustrates how in these cases f > f lim for the given q r . As a result, these stars cannot be considered as part of the low functionality limit and properties very near a star's central grafting point are expected to play an increasingly important role. We investigated the possibility of a revised rescaling provided these stars fall in another regime which we refer to as the "intermediate functionality limit" where f 1/2 ν −2
M arm f 1/2 . According to DC theory, the asymptotic scaling result for their dimensions is R g,s = λf
arm . Therefore, ψ is no longer equal to γ and Eq. (7) semidilute regime, the polymer "blobs" are more aptly considered the depletant 15 suggesting the first viewpoint is more appropriate, and higher q r (higher φ crit s ) mixtures might be perceived as being more stable. Figure 7 shows the binodal curves in both the monomer density and polymer volume fraction representations. It is clear that the collapse observed at the critical points for all f in terms of η m extends along the polymer-rich branch of the binodal as well, though it breaks down along the polymer-lean branch. Along the latter branch polymer architecture plays an important role which we cannot easily reduce in a similar fashion to the polymer-rich branch. In spite of this, the collapse with monomer density along the polymer rich branch of the binodals implies that the same rescaling principles we have applied to the critical points is equally applicable along this branch as well. This suggests that significant portions of the phase diagram can be predicted for colloid-star polymer mixtures in the low functionality limit from knowledge of the phase behavior of linear chain mixtures which is of great convenience since linear polymer-colloid mixtures have already been studied in this limit in much more depth. 13, 14, [16] [17] [18] [19] This points to a remarkable underlying connection between the protein limit phase behavior and the structure of a given star that has not been previously realized. These observations are especially useful because in the low functionality limit, coarse-graining the stars as "soft colloids" to reduce computational demand is expected to become significantly more difficult since the greatly simplifying assumption of angular isotropy of the corona becomes increasingly suspect.
Furthermore, we remark how Eq. (2) suggests how colloid limit (q r < 1) simulations generally access high functionality behavior more easily. At a given σ c , f lim scales as the square of q r which is a quickly decaying function when q r < 1. Clearly to increase f lim to a point where simulations could be performed such that f f lim , σ c must be increased significantly. For continuum simulations this can be done with ease; however, for lattice-based methodologies such as ours, the increased diameter requires significantly more bookkeeping with respect to occupied lattice sites (scales as σ 3 c ) and quickly becomes computationally infeasible. Of course, the reverse is true in the protein limit where the low functionality limit was essentially the only accessible regime for our simulations.
In all cases, the q r and f we investigated are predicted to be miscible at all densities according to the theory of Ref.
26, yet we observe phase separation without exception. There are several possible explanations for the discrepancy. First, the theory is based on purely pairwise interactions, whereas the picture of depletion at sufficiently high densities is clearly many-bodied. Second, a major assumption of this theory is the homogeneity of the corona (isotropy); in the low functionality limit, this assumption is more questionable than at much higher f where this theory was derived. Finally, this theory assumes the limit of σ m (or d) → 0 so there is no excluded volume between chain segments and the colloids, whereas our simulations clearly have a finite d. The collapse of large portions of the phase diagram in terms of monomer density suggests some merit to the conclusion that a finite excluded volume between the monomers and colloids could impart these differences. However, it is has been observed that for linear chains above the threshold of σ c ≈ 6.45, phase behavior at a given q r is in insensitive to d implying it can be decreased indefinitely. Since phase behavior does not disappear for f = 2 in the limit that d → 0 our results suggest the same is true for f > 2, though we cannot with absolute certainty preclude such a possibility. We leave such investigations as the subject of future work.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have studied the phase behavior for athermal colloid-star polymer mixtures on a fine lattice in the protein limit (q r = 2R g, s /σ c ≥ 1). In terms of DaoudCotton theory, we have examined a range of low ( f 1/2 ν M arm f 1/2 ν −2 ) functionality stars, though these all have a much lower functionality than those in previous theoretical work. 26 We find that as q r increases, both the critical monomer and colloid densities tend to a constant, finite value for all f, which suggests that phase separation persists for all q r at low f unlike theoretical predictions made for higher functionalities. The finite excluded volume between Kuhn segments and colloids in our simulations, absent from the aforementioned theory, may be the source of these differences.
We illustrate that our results follow well-defined polymer scaling principles which provide a convenient collapse of portions of the fluid phase diagram, starting at approximately the critical point and extending along the polymer-rich branch, for all f even down to the limiting case of linear polymers (f = 2) provided the stars fall within the low functionality limit. Along the polymer lean branch, details of a star's architecture influence the binodal and prevent us from obtaining a general collapse according to scaling principles. However, this still suggests significant portions of the phase diagrams for colloid-star polymer mixtures can be easily predicted from their linear chain counterparts. This result is very useful as it provides a way to predict the phase behavior in the low functionality limit where coarse-graining stars as "soft colloids" is expected to break down. Our results seem general at low functionality, but do not preclude the possibility of new phenomenon at ranges of f and d far beyond those we found to be computationally feasible here.
